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Abstract

The main stated preference technique used for estimating environmental values, the contingent
valuation method, has several perceived deficiencies. In this research report the results of an application
of an alternative technique, choice modelling, are reported. Choice modelling has been developed in
marketing and transport applications, but has only been used in a handful of environmental applications,
most of which have focused on use values. The case study presented here involves the estimation of the
non-use environmental values provided by the Macquarie Marshes, a major wetland in New South
Wales, Australia. Estimates of the non-use value the community places on preventing job losses are also
presented. The reported models are robust, having high explanatory power and variables are statistically
significant and consistent with theoretical expectations. These results provide support for the hypothesis
that choice modelling can be used to estimate non-use values for both environmental and social
consequences of resource use changes.
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1 Introduction

Water managers are frequently required to make trade-offs between allocating water for consumptive
and instream uses. These trade-offs are often difficult to make because of a lack of information about
the monetary value associated with instream uses of water such as for recreation, water quality, and
riverine and wetland health (Morrison and Kingsford 1997). Information about the value of these
environmental goods is scarce because they are generally not traded in conventional markets. In many
cases there is not even information available in related markets on which values may be estimated. This
can be contrasted with the much greater availability of information about the monetary value of water
for consumptive uses such as irrigation.

Information about the monetary value the wider community has for improved environmental quality can
be derived using non-market valuation techniques. Broadly these are of two types. The first includes
those based on revealed preferences, which invoke the notion of weak complementarity (Mäler 1974).
With these techniques, such as the travel cost and the hedonic price methods, information from related
markets is used to impute a value for a non-market good. The second type of technique is based on
stated preferences. That implies the use of surveys.

Stated preference techniques have a number of advantages over revealed preference techniques. Their
flexibility enables them to be used in more applications than revealed preference techniques. For
example, stated preference techniques can be used to estimate non-use values and use values where no
market or related market data are available. However, the main stated preference technique used for
estimating non-market values, the contingent valuation method, has several perceived deficiencies
and/or limitations (Kahneman and Knetsch 1992; Diamond and Hausman 1994, McFadden 1994). As a
result, economists have shown interest in the use of alternative stated preference techniques for
estimating non-market values.

One alternative to the contingent valuation method is choice modelling. In choice modelling
questionnaires, respondents are presented with several sets of resource use options, and are asked to
choose their preferred option from each set. Choice modelling was developed originally in the
marketing and transport literature by Louviere and Hensher (1982) and Louviere and Woodworth
(1983). More recently it has been applied in the environmental context by Opaluch, Swallow, Weaver,
Wessells and Wichelns (1993), Adamowicz, Louviere and Williams (1994), Eom (1994), Adamowicz,
Swait, Boxall, Louviere and Williams (1996), Rolfe and Bennett (1996b), Boxall, Adamowicz, Swait,
Williams and Louviere (1996), the Centre for International Economics (1997), Morrison, Bennett and
Blamey (1997b) and Blamey, Bennett, Louviere, Morrison and Rolfe (1997).

One of the advantages of choice modelling is that it is possible to determine, separately yet
simultaneously, the importance of economic, social and environmental factors in a valuation exercise
(Swallow, Opaluch and Weaver 1992). It may not be the case that environmental quality is the only
non-market factor affecting the community’s preferences. It is possible that people have non-use values
attached to economic and social factors. As Portney (1994) comments:

If I derive some utility from the mere existence of certain natural environments I never
intend to see (which I do), might I not also derive some satisfaction from knowing that
refineries provide well-paying jobs for hard-working people, even though neither I nor
anyone I know will ever have such a job? I believe I do. Thus, any policy change that
“destroys” those jobs imposes a cost on me…Since regulatory programs will always impose
costs on someone—taking the form of higher prices, job losses, or reduced shareholder
earnings—lost existence values may figure every bit as prominently on the cost side of the
analytic ledger as the benefit side.

In choice modelling applications, non-monetary factors such as environmental quality and employment
opportunities, as well as monetary factors such as an income tax levy can be included as attributes of
the options in a choice set. This makes it possible to determine the relative importance of these
attributes to people in making their choices. Because monetary and non-monetary attributes are
included, choice modelling results can be used to estimate the value of the non-monetary attributes. In
contrast, with contingent valuation it is generally only possible to value separately one type of outcome
per questionnaire or a composite of these factors.



Another advantage of choice modelling is its incentive compatibility properties. The concept of
incentive compatibility was originally introduced by Randall and Hoehn (1987) in order to compare the
potential of different response formats for strategic understatement of willingness to pay. Randall and
Hoehn (1987) concluded that the dichotomous choice format, in which respondents choose whether
they are willing to support a proposal at a fixed cost, has strong incentive compatibility properties (ie
respondents will be truthful in their answers). In order to reach this conclusion, two assumptions were
made: (1) that the policy will be implemented if a plurality of citizens approves it (ie majority rule); and
(2) the respondent is uncertain about how other citizens will vote. Given these assumptions, each
individual is believed to compare the cost of the proposal with their estimate of the Hicksian
compensating surplus that they would receive from the change. If the surplus is higher than the cost then
they would support the proposal. This is an optimal strategy because if the project does not go ahead
they will suffer utility loss. These properties also hold for choice modelling applications where
respondents evaluate several generic options in a choice set. Given uncertainty about the actions of
others and majority rule, the optimal strategy is also for respondents to indicate which alternative
provides them with the greatest net-benefit

In this research report, the results of a choice modelling application designed to estimate the non-use
value of both environmental and non-environmental attributes are reported. The setting for the
application is the Macquarie Marshes, a major wetland in New South Wales, Australia. The structure of
the report is as follows. In Section 2, choice modelling is briefly reviewed; in Section 3, the case study
site is detailed; in Section 4, the questionnaire is described; in Section 5, the survey logistics are
described; in Section 6, the preliminary survey results are presented; and in Section 7, some conclusions
are offered.

2 Choice modelling

In choice modelling questionnaires, respondents are presented with a series of choice sets, each
containing, usually, three or more resource use options. From each choice set, respondents are asked to
choose their preferred option. The options in the choice sets are defined using a common set of
attributes, which can be at different levels. The options used in the choice sets are developed using
experimental design techniques (see Bunch, Louviere and Anderson 1993, Lazari and Anderson 1994).
Similar to other stated preference techniques, in a choice modelling questionnaire there is a description
of the study site, details of the proposed changes and a series of socioeconomic and attitudinal debrief
questions.

The behavioural basis of choice modelling is random utility theory (RUT). Under RUT the
utility of a good is decomposed into (1) an observable component, which is a function of a vector of
attributes and individual characteristics, and (2) an unobservable error component. Assuming that the
error terms of the resultant utility function are independently and identically (Gumbell) distributed, a
multinomial (also called conditional) logit model results. A non-trivial consequence of using this error
assumption is the property of independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA). This property requires that
the probability of choosing one alternative over a second depends only on the utility of the respective
alternatives. Violations of the IIA property may occur for a number of reasons, such as the inclusion of
close substitutes in choice sets or the existence of random taste variations (ie heterogeneous
preferences). Various tests have been proposed for detecting violations of the assumption of identically
and independently distributed error terms, including the estimation of a mother (also called universal)
logit (McFadden, Tye and Train 1977; McFadden 1986). In a mother logit model, the attributes of one
alternative are entered into the utility function of a second alternative, and vice versa. If the mother logit
is found to be the true model, the utility of one alternative depends on the utility of other alternatives
thus violating the IIA property. If an IIA violation is found, it may be possible to modify the existing
MNL model to remove the violation (eg by including individual characteristics in the model) or by
estimating more complex models that relax part or all of the IID assumption.

The multinomial logit model is structured so that the probability of choosing an option (i) depends on
the utility of that option relative to the utility of all of the other options:
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where Vi = V(xi, R), Vi is a utility function, xi is a vector of market goods, R is a vector of
environmental attributes, and λ is a scale parameter which is usually set to 1.

The utility function Vi, which represents the utility of the different options in the multinomial logit
model, can have different functional forms. The simplest functional form involves an additive structure.
Additive structures only include the attributes from the choice sets eg:

Vi = C + ∑βk.Xk where i = 1,…,N and k = 1,…,K (2)

where C is an alternative specific constant, β is a coefficient, and X is a variable
representing an attribute from a choice set.

The alternative specific constants (C) show the effect of systematic but unobserved factors on
respondents’ choices. In other words, while the X variables show the effect of deterministic variables
(ie the attributes in the choice sets) in explaining choice, the constant captures the unobserved factors
that explain choice. Technically they reflect the mean of the differences in the error terms (Ben-Akiva
and Lerman 1985). It is possible to have J-1 alternative specific constants in a multinomial logit (where
J is the number of options). This is because the constants are based on differences between the
alternative options and the current situation.

More complex specifications are possible which include socioeconomic and attitudinal variables. It is
not possible to include socioeconomic and attitudinal variables directly into utility functions as they are
invariant across the alternatives in a choice set. Hence, their coefficients cannot be estimated. Instead
they have to be estimated interactively, either with the alternative specific constant (C), or with one of
the attributes from a choice set (X) (see Swallow et al 1994) eg:

Vi = C + ∑C.Sh + ∑βk.Xk + ∑βk.Sh.Xk  where i=1,…,N; k=1,…,K; h=1,…,H (3)

where C is an alternative specific constant, β is a coefficient, and X is a variable representing
an attribute from a choice set, and S represents socioeconomic or attitudinal variables.

It is possible to derive estimates of compensating surplus from the multinomial logit model.
Compensating surplus is used as the estimate of welfare change where quantity is constrained, as is
typically the case for public goods such as environmental resources. Compensating surplus shows the
change in income that would make an individual indifferent between the initial and subsequent
situations given an implied right to the current situation. Using indirect utility functions, compensating
surplus can be described as follows:

V0(xi, R0, m) = V0(xi, R1, m-CS) (4)

where income (m) is assumed to be the sole individual characteristic; R0 and R1 represent
different levels of an environmental resource, and xi represents other marketed goods

Following Adamowicz, Louviere and Williams (1994), the following equation can be used to estimate
compensating surplus when using the results from a multinomial logit model. In this equation, the
difference in utility between two sets of options is found and it is scaled by the marginal utility of
income to determine compensating surplus. The marginal utility of income is usually assumed to be
equal to the negative of the coefficient of the monetary attribute.

CS = ( ) ( ){ }− −∑ ∑
1
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V
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where βM is the coefficient of the monetary attribute and is interpreted as the marginal utility



of income, and V0 represents the initial state and V1 represents the subsequent state.

This equation allows for the valuation of changes in quality where there are multiple sites, such as
recreation sites. However, where there is only one site under consideration, as is usually the case when
non-use values are being estimated, this equation reduces as follows (see Boxall et al 1996). This
formula is used later in the paper as the basis for the calculation of welfare estimates associated with
several different resource use changes at the case study site.

CS = ( )− −
1

0 1βM

V V (6)

3 Case Study

The application reported in this paper involves the Macquarie Marshes, an ephemeral wetland on the
Macquarie River in north-west New South Wales, Australia. The Macquarie Marshes were originally
the largest wetlands in New South Wales, with an area of about 5000 km2. A Nature Reserve, which is
contained in the Marshes, is listed as a wetland of international importance under the Ramsar
Convention. The Marshes have a number of significant environmental values. They provide an
important habitat for waterbirds and act as a filter that improves downstream water quality.  They also
provide high quality stock feed for sheep and cattle grazing enterprises.

In 1967 Burrendong Dam was opened on the Macquarie River and a large area of irrigated agriculture
were developed. The extensive use of water for irrigation has meant that, compared to pre-irrigation
years, much less water reaches the Macquarie Marshes. As a result there has been a significant decline
in the size and health of the Marshes. Since 1967 the area of the Marshes has fallen from 5000 km2 to
1200 km2 and weeds have affected much of the remaining wetland. The frequency of waterbird
breeding events has fallen from every year to every four years, and the number of endangered and
protected bird species using the wetlands has fallen from 34 to 12.

The New South Wales Government announced in September 1995 changes to the allocation of water in
the Macquarie Valley. The amount of water allocated for irrigation was reduced by 75,000 ML or 12%,
and the water available for the Macquarie Marshes was increased. This extra water is expected to help
maintain the quality and size of the Macquarie Marshes, however further reductions in the size of the
Macquarie Marshes are expected. The New South Wales Government also announced that river flow
objectives would be set for each catchment in the state, and that these would be reviewed every 2 years.
One of the objectives in completing this study is to provide information which could be used in this
review process.

4 Questionnaire Development and Description

The questionnaire used for this case study was developed using the results from eight focus groups and
a pretest (see Morrison, Bennett and Blamey 1997a). The focus groups were used to determine the
attributes that should be included in the choice sets, and to refine a draft questionnaire. A pretest of 50
respondents was undertaken in June 1997 in Sydney. On the basis of the pretest, only minor
modifications to the questionnaire were required.

The questionnaire1 was contained in a 16 page B42 booklet. In the questionnaire, respondents were told
that there were three broad options available for the management of the Macquarie Marshes: to
continue the current situation, to increase water for the wetlands, or to increase water for irrigation. The
scenario presented to respondents was that it would be possible to purchase water for the wetlands from
farmers on the existing water trading market. This would mean that the sale of water rights would be
voluntary and farmers would be compensated for giving up the right to water. The rationale given for
farmers being willing to sell water is that the funds received would allow them to install more water

                                                
1 A copy of the questionnaire is available upon request from the principal author.
2 A B4 booklet is 17.5 cm *  25 cm.



efficient irrigation equipment or that farmers may choose to revert to dryland farming. Respondents
were told that the Government did not have sufficient money to purchase the water from existing
revenue and that it would be necessary to charge households in New South Wales a one-off levy on
water rates in 1998.

Respondents were then presented with six choice sets showing various options for the Macquarie
Marshes, the first of which was an example (see Table 1). The options in the choice sets were defined
using five different attributes: water rates, irrigation related employment, wetlands area, frequency of
waterbird breeding and endangered and protected species present3. Respondents were told that five sets
of possible options had been prepared and were then asked for their preferred choice from each set of
options. Finally, before answering the choice sets, respondents were requested to keep in mind their
available income and other things on which they may need to spend money. They were also reminded
that other environmental projects may cost them money in the future.

Table 1: Example of a Choice Set from the Macquarie Marshes Questionnaire

Outcome

Option 1:
Continue current

situation

Option 2:
Increase water to

Macquarie Marshes

Option 3: Increase
water to

Macquarie
Marshes

Your water rates (one-off increase) no change $20 increase $50 increase

Irrigation related employment 4400 jobs 4350 jobs 4350 jobs

Wetlands area 1000 km2 1250 km2 1650 km2

Waterbirds breeding every 4 years every 3 years every year

Endangered and protected species present 12 species 25 species 15 species

I would choose option 1

I would choose option 2

I would choose option 3

I would not choose any of these options
because I would prefer more water to be
allocated for irrigation

                                                
3 The attribute levels used in the choice sets were: water rates ($0, $20, $50, $150), irrigation related
employment (4400 jobs, 4350 jobs, 4250 jobs), wetlands area (1000 km2, 1250 km2, 1650 km2, 2000
km2), frequency of waterbird breeding (every 4 years, every 3 years, every 2 years, every year) and
number of endangered and protected species present (12 species, 15 species, 20 species, 25 species).



5 Survey Logistics

The questionnaires were distributed in Sydney on the weekend of the 11th and 12th of October 1997.
Four hundred and sixteen drop-off and pick-up questionnaires were distributed in Sydney by nine
interviewers. Three attempts were made to pick up each completed questionnaire, and after this a mail
back option was provided. Response details are listed in Table 2.

Table 2: Survey statistics
Number of questionnaires distributed (1) 416
Final (useable) data set (2) 318
Number of houses with nobody home (3) 693
Number of rejections (4) 304
Response rate 1 76.4%
Response rate 2 44.2%
Response rate 3 22.5%

Note: response rate 1 is based on the number of surveys distributed ie [2 ÷1]; response rate 2 is based on the
number of surveys distributed and the number of rejections ie [2 ÷(1 + 4)]; response rate 3 includes the number of
surveys distributed, rejections and people not home ie [2 ÷(1 + 4 + 3)].

The socio-demographics of the respondents to the survey are shown in Table 3. The socio-
demographics of the sample are close to the Sydney average, except for income. In part the difference
can be explained by the inclusion in the Sydney average of several regional centres surrounding Sydney
that have lower average income levels. It is possible, though, that part of the difference is due to some
respondents not reporting their income, which is a common problem with stated preference surveys, or
sampling bias.

Table 3: Socio-demographics of the respondents
 Variable Sample average Sydney average
Age (>17 years) 44.3 years 43.9 years
Sex (% male) 55.8% 49.2%
Children (%) 72.1% 67.0%*
Own house (%) 71.3% 67.4%
Education (% > year 12) 74.6% 77.4%
Income $54,680 $46,184 (household)
Employed full or part time (%) 65.7% (> 18 years) 59.3% (>15 years)*,#

* State average
# The % employed > 18 years was not available
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 1996 Census data

6 Results

Two different multinomial logit models were estimated using the data from the Macquarie Marshes
survey. Definitions of the coefficients used in these models are presented in Table 4. The first is a basic
model which shows the importance of choice set attributes in explaining respondents’ choices of the
four different options: continue current situation (option 1) , increase water to wetlands (options 2 and
3), and less water to the wetlands (option 4). The second model includes both socioeconomic and
attitudinal variables in addition to the attributes in the choice sets.



Table 4: Definitions of variables
Variable Mean value
C1, C2 Alternative specific constants for options 2 and 3 and 4 respectively. 

INCOME Respondent’s household income $54,680

CHILD Dummy variable showing whether respondents have children 0.72

VISIT Dummy variable representing whether a respondent is intending to
visit the Marshes in the future

0.46

PRODEV Dummy variable showing that a respondent is pro-development 0.10

PROGRE Dummy variable showing that a respondent is pro-environment 0.36

RATE Water rates 

JOBS Irrigation related employment 

AREA Wetlands area 

BREED Frequency of waterbird breeding 

ENDSPECIES Number of endangered and protected species present 

Model 1: A basic model

There are four utility functions derived from the multinomial logit model. Each represents the utility
generated by one of the four options.  Option 1 is the status quo, options 2 and 3 are options whereby
more water would be allocated to the Marshes and option 4 involves a reduction in water to the
Marshes.

V1 = β1.RATE+β2.JOBS+β3.AREA+β4.BREED+β5.ENDSPECIES
V2 = C1+β1.RATE+β2.JOBS+β3.AREA+β4.BREED+β5.ENDSPECIES
V3 = C1+β1.RATE+β2.JOBS+β3.AREA+β4.BREED+β5.ENDSPECIES
V4 = C2

There are three alternative specific constants (C1, C1 and C2) in this model for options 1, 2 and 3. The
alternative specific constants for options 2 and 3 (the increase water to the Marshes options) were
constrained to be equal because a generic format and an experimental design that was close to
orthogonal were used to develop the choice sets.

For the first three utility functions, utility is determined by the levels of the five attributes in the choice
sets (RATES, JOBS, AREA, BREED, ENDSPECIES). Hence the model provides an estimate of the
effect of a change in any of these attributes on the probability that one of these options will be chosen.
For the fourth utility function only an alternative specific constant is included. This is because no
attributes were used to define the fourth option in any of the choice sets.

The results for this model are shown in Table 5. The coefficients for all of the attributes in the choice
sets are significant at the 1% level or better and all have the a priori expected sign. These results
indicate that positive non-use values exist for both environmental and social outcomes (ie respondents
valued the environmental attributes of wetland protection and they also valued the non-use benefits of
jobs created by irrigation development). The overall model is also significant at the 1% level, as shown



by the chi-squared statistic. The explanatory power of the model is relatively high, with an adjusted rho
squared of 19.6%4.

In order to test the accuracy of the assumption of independently and identically distributed (IID -
Gumbell) errors in this basic model, a mother logit model was estimated. A likelihood ratio test was
conducted to test whether the multinomial or mother logit is the true model. This test showed that the
basic model suffers from violations of the IID assumption at the 5% significance level. There are
various reasons why this may have occurred. One possibility is the existence of random taste variations
(ie heterogeneous preferences amongst respondents). If this is the cause it may be possible to minimise
the violation by including socioeconomic interactions in the model.

Table 5: Multinomial logit models 1 and 2
Model 1 Model 2

C1 -0.30*
(0.19 )

-1.59***
(0.30)

C1 * INCOME 0.79E-5***
(0.22E-5)

C1 * CHILD 0.62***
(0.20)

C1* PROGRE 1.36***
(0.18)

C1 * VISIT 0.64***
(0.19)

C2 5.53
(2.91)

5.82*
(3.46)

C2 * PRODEV 2.42***
(0.31)

RATES -0.12E-1***
(0.81E-3)

-0.13E-1***
(0.21E-2)

RATES*CHILD -0.35E-2*
(0.21E-2)

RATES * VISIT 0.42E-2**
(0.20E-2)

JOBS 0.17E-2***
(0.65E-3)

0.19E-3***
(0.78E-3)

AREA 0.56E-3***
(0.13E-3)

0.55E-3***
(0.15E-3)

BREED -0.31***
(0.51E-1)

-0.29***
(0.58E-1)

ENDSPECIES 0.50E-1***
(0.97E-2)

0.54E-1***
(0.11E-1)

Summary statistics
Log-likelihood -1756.497 -1184.993

χ2 (constants only) 362.050 493.480
rho2 0.197 0.277

rho2 adjusted 0.195 0.275
Iterations completed 6 6

Observations 1577 (0 skipped) 1183 (394 skipped)

Model 2: A model with socioeconomic and attitudinal interactions

In model 2 several socioeconomic and attitudinal variables are included in addition to the attributes
from the choice sets. The use of both socioeconomic and attitudinal variables as independent variables

                                                
4 Rho-squared is similar to R2 in conventional regression analysis. It is equal to one minus the ratio of
the unrestricted log-likelihood over the restricted log likelihood. Hensher and Johnson (1981) comment
that ‘values of rho squared of between 0.2 to 0.4 are considered extremely good fits so that the analyst
should not be looking for values in excess of 0.9 as is often the case when using R2 in ordinary
regression.’



 is justified under the hypothesis that attitudes and socioeconomic characteristics are separate factors
influencing behavioral intentions and behaviour (Lynne, Shonkwiler and Rola 1988)5. The specification
for this model is as follows:

V1 = β1.RATE+β2.RATES*CHILD+β3.RATES*VISIT +β4.JOBS+β5.AREA
+β6.BREED+β7.ENDSPECIES

V2 = C1+ C1.INCOME+C1.CHILD+C1*PROGRE+C1*VISIT+β1.RATES+β2.RATES*CHILD
+β3.RATES*VISIT+β4.JOBS+β5.AREA+β6.BREED+β7.ENDSPECIES

V3 = C1+ C1.INCOME+C1.CHILD+C1*PROGRE+C1*VISIT+β1.RATES+β2.RATES*CHILD
+β3.RATES*VISIT+β4.JOBS+β5.AREA+β6.BREED+β7.ENDSPECIES

V4 = C2+ C2*PRODEV

As discussed in Section 2, socioeconomic and attitudinal variables can be included in multinomial logit
models in two different ways6. The first way is by interactions with the attributes in the choice sets. In
this model, one socioeconomic and one attitudinal variable (CHILD and VISIT) are interacted with
RATES. These interactions show how the variables CHILD and VISIT modify the effect of RATES on
the probability of choice.

The second method used to include socioeconomic and attitudinal variables is through interactions with
the alternative specific constants7. In this model, four variables are included as interactions with the
alternative specific constant for options 2 and 3 (INCOME, CHILD, PROGRE and VISIT) and one
variable is interacted with the alternative specific constant for option 4 (PRODEV). These interactions
show the effect of various attitudes and socioeconomic characteristics on the probability that a
respondent will choose either option 2 or 3, or option 4.

Theory provides some guidance in terms of the expected signs of several of the above variables.
PROGRE should have a positive sign as respondents with a pro-environmental orientation would be
expected to choose options 2 or 3 more frequently. VISIT should have a positive sign as respondents
who intend to visit the Marshes in the future may have positive option value (see Bishop 1982).
INCOME should have a positive sign as respondents with higher income should have a greater capacity
to pay. PRODEV should also have a positive sign as respondents with a pro-development orientation
would be expected to favour option 4 with its further development of the Marshes area and the creation
of more jobs. The sign for CHILD is, however, ambiguous. Bequest motives would be expected to
induce higher willingness to pay, yielding a positive coefficient; however, households with children
may have lower disposable income, thereby lowering willingness to pay.

The results for this model are shown in the final column of Table 5. The four variables (INCOME,
CHILD, PROGRE and VISIT) interacted with the alternative specific constant for options 2 and 3 are
significant at the 1% level or better. Consistent with expectations, these interactions show that
respondents were more likely to support either options 2 or 3 if they (1) had a higher income; (2) had
children; (3) had a pro-environmental orientation; and (4) were intending to visit the Macquarie
Marshes in the future.

The second section in Table 5 contains an interaction between the constant for option 4 and PRODEV.
As expected, this interaction indicates that respondents are more likely to choose option 4 (less water to
the wetlands) if they have a pro-development orientation.

The third section in Table 5 contains the variables based on the attributes from the choice sets, and two
interactions with the RATES variable. Similar to model 1, all of the choice set attributes are significant
at the 1% level or better. This confirms the result of model 1, that it is possible to have non-use values

                                                
5 There is some debate surrounding the use of both attitudes and socioeconomic factors as explanatory
variables (see Blamey, Common and Quiggin 1995; Rolfe and Bennett 1996a). There appeared to be
little evidence of multicollinearity in this model.
6 All variables were initially interacted with both the attribute variables and the alternative specific
constants, and were deleted if they were insignificant.
7 Because of the interactions with the alternative specific constants, socioeconomic variables can only
be included for J-1 alternatives.



attached to environmental as well as economic outcomes. One of the interactions with RATES (VISIT)
is significant at the 5% level and the other interaction (CHILD) is significant at the 10% level. These
interactions show that willingness to pay for improved wetlands quality is higher: (1) if respondents are
planning to visit the Macquarie Marshes; and (2) do not have children. The negative sign for CHILD is
of note given that the interaction with the alternative specific constant was positive. These two different
results indicate that while respondents with children are more likely to choose either options 2 or 3,
their willingness to pay is generally lower. This is consistent with the hypothesis that while respondents
with children are likely to have bequest motives, they also likely to have a lower capacity to pay.

The overall model is significant at the 1% level and the explanatory power is also high. Compared to
model 1, the explanatory power of the model has increased to 28%.

In order to test for the accuracy of the assumption of IID error terms a mother logit model was
estimated. The likelihood ratio test indicated that at the 5% significance level the multinomial logit
model was the true model. Hence the inclusion of socioeconomic and attitudinal variables was
sufficient to minimise the violation of the IID assumption. This suggests that the main cause of the IID
violation in the first model was the existence of random taste variations.

Estimation of Willingness to Pay

Point estimates of the willingness to pay for a change in one of the attributes in the choice sets can be
found by estimating implicit prices. Implicit prices are the marginal rates of substitution between the
attribute of interest and the monetary attribute. This is equal to the ratio of the coefficient of one of the
non-monetary attributes and the monetary attributes. In other words, the implicit price for wetland area
is: IPAREA=βAREA/βRATES. Estimates of implicit prices for each of the non-monetary attributes in the
choice sets are reported in Table 6. Confidence intervals for the implicit prices have been calculated
using the Krinsky and Robb (1986) procedure8. While Model 1 was earlier found to be problematic
these results show that the existence of violations of the IID error assumption in the basic model has not
had a large effect on estimates of implicit prices.

Table 6: Estimates of Implicit Prices ($A1997)9

Model 1 Model 2
Mean 95% Confidence

Interval
Mean 95% Confidence

Interval
JOBS 0.13 0.12-0.14 0.14 0.13-0.15

AREA 0.046 0.044-0.048 0.040 0.038-0.042
BREED 24.62 23.80-25.45 21.82 20.98-22.67

ENDSPECIES 4.04 3.86-4.21 4.16 4.00-4.32

                                                
8 The Krinsky and Robb (1986) procedure involves randomly drawing a large number of parameter
vectors from a multivariate normal distribution with mean and variance equal to the β vector and
variance-covariance matrix from the estimated multinomial logit model. Implicit prices are then
estimated using each of the parameter vectors that are drawn from the normal distribution and
confidence intervals can be calculated. To estimate these confidence intervals we used 100 draws. See
Parsons and Kealy (1994) for another application of this procedure.
9 The means reported in this table differ slightly from the actual implicit prices as they are the means
calculated using the Krinsky and Robb (1986) procedure.



These estimates indicate that, for example, respondents were willing to pay 13 cents for an extra
irrigation related job preserved and about $4 for an additional endangered species to be present in the
wetlands. These estimates are based on a ceteris paribus assumption ie all other parameters are held
constant except the attribute for which the implicit price is being calculated. Marginal rates of
substitution can also be used to calculate the relative importance respondents place on each of the non-
monetary attributes. For instance, the results from model 2 indicate that, relative to increasing the
frequency of waterbird breeding, respondents would make the following trade-offs between the non-
monetary outcomes:

breeding frequency increases by 1 year = 154 jobs = 545 km2 of extra wetland area = 5 extra
endangered or protected species present

Implicit prices, however, do not provide estimates of compensating surplus. Estimating the overall
willingness to pay for a change from the current situation requires more substantial calculations. This is
because the attributes in the choice sets do not capture all of the reasons why respondents might choose
to increase water to the wetlands. To estimate overall willingness to pay it is necessary to include the
alternative specific constant. As discussed in Section 2, the alternative specific constant captures
systematic but unobserved information about why respondents chose a particular option (ie unrelated to
the choice set attributes). To illustrate this process, estimates are provided for four alternative scenarios.
The current situation and four scenarios are as follows:

Current wetlands area is equal to 1000 km2,
situation: waterbird breeding every four years,

twelve endangered and protected species present, and
irrigation related employment ie equal to 4400 jobs.

Scenario 1: wetlands area increases to 1400 km2,
the frequency of waterbird breeding increases to every three years,
the number of endangered and protected species present increases to sixteen, and
there are no employment effects.

Scenario 2: wetlands area increases to 1400 km2,
the frequency of waterbird breeding increases to every three years,
the number of endangered and protected species present increases to sixteen, and
irrigation related employment falls by 100 jobs.

Scenario 3: wetlands area increases to 1800 km2,
the frequency of waterbird breeding increases to every two years,
the number of endangered and protected species present increases to twenty, and
there are no employment effects.

Scenario 4: wetlands area increases to 1800 km2,
the frequency of waterbird breeding increases to every two years,
the number of endangered and protected species present increases to twenty, and
irrigation related employment falls by 150 jobs.

Estimates of compensating surplus are calculated for both models using equation 6, which is repeated
here for the reader's convenience:

CS = ( )− −
1

β M
C NV V (6)

where βM is the marginal utility of income (assumed to be equal to the coefficient for rates;
VC represents the utility of the current situation, and VN represents the utility of the new
option



To use this equation to estimate compensating surplus it is first necessary to calculate the utility
associated with the current option and the option being considered. Under model 1, this is achieved by
substituting the model coefficients and the attribute levels for the current option (ie V1):

VC = βRATES*RATES + βJOBS *JOBS+βAREA *AREA
 + βBREED*BREED + βENDSPECIES *ENDSPECIES

= -0.12E-1*0 + -0.17E-2*4400+0.56E-3*1400 + -0.31*3 + 0.50E-1*16
= 7.38

The value of the utility of the alternative option is estimated in a similar way, except that the coefficient
for the alternative specific constant for options 2 and 3 is included and the attribute levels associated
with the changed scenario are used. For scenario 1:

VN = C1 + βRATES*RATES + βJOBS *JOBS+βAREA *AREA
 + βBREED*BREED + βENDSPECIES *ENDSPECIES

= -0.30 + -0.12E-1*0 + -0.17E-2*4400+0.56E-3*1400 + -0.31*3
+ 0.50E-1*16

= 7.82.

The compensating surplus for the change from the status quo to the new scenario is then estimated by
calculating the difference between these two values, and then multiplying this by the negative inverse of
the coefficient for rates. For the change to scenario 1:

CS = − 1/(-0.12E-1) * (7.38 − 7.82) = -$36.10

The negative sign indicates that to maintain utility at level Vc , given an improvement in wetlands
quality, income must be reduced by $36.10 (see equation 4). Hence, the willingness to pay per
household for an improvement in wetland quality from the status quo to scenario 1 is equal to $36.10.

Estimates of willingness to pay for the four scenarios are presented in Table 7. These are marginal
estimates, showing willingness to pay for a change from the current situation. When estimating
willingness to pay all of the attitudinal variables were set to their mean levels, and Sydney averages
were used for the socioeconomic variables.  Note that Model 1 suffers from violations of the IIA
property and that Model 2 is the preferred model.

The importance of including employment effects when calculating willingness to pay for an
environmental improvement is evident from these willingness to pay results. While the existence values
for improved environmental quality outweigh the existence values for rural employment, including
employment effects reduces willingness to pay by about 20-30% in the scenarios presented here.  Note
that Scenarios 1 and 2, and Scenarios 3 and 4 differ only in terms of employment effects.

Table 7: Estimates of household willingness to pay
Model 1 Model 2

Scenario 1 $36.10 $48.75
Scenario 2 $22.36 $34.04
Scenario 3 $94.73 $102.62
Scenario 4 $67.25 $73.19

These per household estimates can be aggregated to determine the willingness to pay of the wider
community to achieve the four scenarios for improved environmental quality at the Macquarie Marshes.
Similarly, the modelling results described above can also be used to value a range of other scenarios
resulting from different water allocations. Water managers could then utilise these value estimates, and
estimates of the value of any changes in agricultural production, to determine which scenarios are likely
to have the greatest net benefits for the community.



7 Conclusions

While choice modelling has been widely used in transport and marketing applications, it has only been
used in a small number of cases to estimate non-market values. The research reported in this paper
represents one of the first attempts to use choice modelling to estimate non-use values, especially in the
area of water resource management. The second of the two multinomial logit models presented here
was found to be robust, being statistically significant, having relatively high explanatory power and
having identically and independently distributed error terms. The significance of a number of
socioeconomic variables, including income, which is consistent with theoretical expectations, also
supports the hypothesis that choice modelling can produce valid non-market value estimates. These
results suggest that further research into the capacity of using choice modelling to estimate non-use
values is warranted.

In this report, estimates of the value of environmental improvements in the Macquarie Marshes in New
South Wales have been reported. This information is suitable for use by water managers in determining
which water use options in the Macquarie Valley will provide the greatest benefits to the wider
community. It was found that people are willing to pay to increase the area of the Marshes, the
frequency of waterbird breeding, and the number of endangered and protected species present. It was
also found that respondents are willing to pay to maintain rural employment. This result supports the
hypothesis of Portney (1994), that non-use values can be provided by attributes other than those
associated with the environment.
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